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Book ***** Print on Demand *****.A young and ambitious
writer named Jerome David Salinger set his goals very high
very early in his career. He almost desperately wished to
publish his early stories in The New Yorker magazine, the
pinnacle, he felt, of America s literary world. But such was not
to be for several long years and the length of one long world
war. The New Yorker, whose tastes in literary matters were and
remain notoriously prim and fickle, was not quite ready for this
brash and over-confident newcomer with the cynical
worldview and his habit of slangy dialogue. But other
magazines were quick to recognize a new talent, a fresh voice
at a time when the world verged on madness. Story magazine,
an esteemed and influential small circulation journal devoted
exclusively to the art of the short story and still active and
respected today, was the first publication to publish the name
J.D. Salinger and the story The Young Folks in 1940, an
impressive view of New York s cocktail society and two young
people talking past one another, their...
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It is an awesome publication which i actually have ever read through. it had been writtern really properly and
valuable. I found out this book from my i and dad recommended this pdf to discover.
-- Doyle Schm eler-- Doyle Schm eler

This book is definitely not simple to begin on studying but quite fun to see. I actually have read and that i am sure that i
will gonna read through yet again once again in the foreseeable future. It is extremely di icult to leave it before
concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- B r enna n K oelpin-- B r enna n K oelpin
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